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Project Initiated in 2016

Project year 2018-2019 is made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services grant #LG-88-17-0129-17.

- Forum Series, including a National Forum held in December 2018
- Environmental Scan: [https://educopia.org/pegi-environmental-scan/](https://educopia.org/pegi-environmental-scan/)
## Next Steps for the PEGI Project

| Connecting agent | Mobilize cross-sectoral leadership by building trust among potential partners.  
|                  | Aim to connect active projects with new collaborators. |
| Educational partner | Seek to build engagement with born-digital government information preservation.  
|                    | Develop opportunities for knowledge transfer. |
| Leadership catalyst | Library missions align with collecting and curating born-digital government information and data.  
|                      | Mobilize leaders who can direct existing efforts or undertake new projects. |